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Abstract The Levine-Tristram signature associates to each oriented link L in S3 a
function σL : S1 → Z. This invariant can be defined in a variety of ways, and its numerous applications include the study of unlinking numbers and link concordance.
In this survey, we recall the three and four dimensional definitions of σL , list its
main properties and applications, and give comprehensive references for the proofs
of these statements.

1 Introduction
Given an oriented link L ⊂ S3 , the Levine-Tristram signature is a function σL : S1 →
Z whose study goes back to the sixties [94, 57]. The main goal of this survey article is to collect the various definitions of σL , while a secondary aim is to list its
properties. Although some elementary arguments are outlined in the text, we provide detailed external references for most of the proofs. Briefly, we will discuss the
definition in terms of Seifert matrices, various 4-dimensional interpretations as well
as connections to pairings on the Alexander module. The next paragraphs give the
flavor of some of these constructions.
Most knot theory textbooks that cover the Levine-Tristram signature introduce
it using Seifert matrices [61, 49, 46, 67]. Indeed, as we review in Section 2, the
Levine-Tristram signature at ω ∈ S1 can be defined using any Seifert matrix A for L
by setting
σL (ω) = sign(1 − ω)A + (1 − ω)AT .
In the same section, we collect the numerous properties of σL : after listing its behavior under mirror images, orientation reversals and satellite operations, we review apAnthony Conway
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plications to unlinking numbers, link concordance and discuss various incarnations
of the Murasugi-Tristram inequality [78, 94].
The signature admits several 4-dimensional interpretations: either using covers
of D4 branched along surfaces cobounding L [96], or applying twisted signatures,
or as invariants of the zero framed surgery along L. Before discussing these constructions in detail in Section 3, let us briefly sketch one of them. Given a locally flat
compact connected oriented surface F ⊂ D4 with boundary L, we set WF := D4 \ νF
and consider the coefficient system π1 (WF ) → H1 (WF ) ∼
= Z → C which maps the
meridian of F to ω. This gives rise to a twisted intersection form λCω (WF ) on the
twisted homology C-vector space H2 (WF ; Cω ) whose signature coincides with the
Levine-Tristram signature:
σL (ω) = sign λCω (WF ).
Section 4 is concerned with methods of extracting σK (ω) from pairings on the
Alexander module H1 (XK ; Z[t ±1 ]) of a knot K (here we write XK := S3 \ νK for
the exterior of K) [76, 52]. Briefly, the signature σK can be extracted by considering
the primary decomposition of H1 (XK ; R[t ±1 ]) and by studying the Milnor pairing or
the Blanchfield pairing
H1 (XK ; Z[t ±1 ]) × H1 (XK ; Z[t ±1 ]) → Q(t)/Z[t ±1 ].
In fact, as we discuss in Section 5, the signature can also be understood as a
signed count of SU(2) representations of π1 (XK ) with fixed meridional traces [64,
45], or in terms of the Meyer cocycle and the Burau representation [34]. Summarizing, σL admits a wealth of definitions, which never seemed to have been collected
in a single article.
We conclude this introduction with two remarks. Firstly, note that we mention
neither the Gordon-Litherland pairing [40] nor the multivariable signature [15]. Secondly, we stress that even though σL was defined 50 years ago, it continues to be
actively studied nowadays. We mention some recent examples: results involving
concordance properties of positive knots can be found in [3]; the behavior of σL
under splicing is now understood [23]; the relation between the jumps of σL and
the zeroes of ∆L has been clarified [38, 63]; a diagrammatic interpretation of σL (inspired by quantum topology) is conjectured in [87]; there is a characterization of the
functions that arise as knot signatures [70]; new lower bounds on unknotting numbers have been obtained via σK [71]; there is a complete description of the ω ∈ S1
at which σL is a concordance invariant [80]; and σL is invariant under topological
concordance [84].
This survey is organized is as follows. In Section 2, we review the Seifert matrix
definition of σL and list its properties. In Section 3, we outline and compare the
various four dimensional interpretations of σL . In Section 4, we give an overview of
the definitions using the Milnor and Blanchfield pairings. In Section 5, we outline
additional constructions in terms of SU(2) representations and braids.
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2 Definition and properties
In this section, we review the definition of the Levine-Tristram and nullity using
Seifert matrices (Subsection 2.1) before listing several properties of these invariants
(Subsections 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4). Knot theory textbooks which mention the LevineTristram signature include [61, 49, 46, 67].

2.1 The definition via Seifert surfaces
A Seifert surface for an oriented link L is a compact oriented surface F whose oriented boundary is L. While a Seifert surface may be disconnected, we require that
it has no closed components. Since F is oriented, it admits a regular neighborhood
homeomorphic to F × [−1, 1] in which F is identified with F × {0}. For ε = ±1, the
push off maps iε : H1 (F; Z) → H1 (S3 \ F; Z) are defined by sending a (homology
class of a) curve x to iε (x) := x × {ε}. The Seifert pairing of F is the bilinear form
H1 (F; Z) × H1 (F; Z) → Z
(a, b) 7→ `k(i− (a), b).
A Seifert matrix for an oriented link L is any matrix representing the Seifert pairing. Although Seifert matrices do not provide link invariants, their so-called Sequivalence class does [61, Chapter 8]. Given a Seifert matrix A, observe that the
matrix (1 − ω)A + (1 − ω)AT is Hermitian for all ω lying in S1 .
Definition 1. Let L be an oriented link, let F be a Seifert surface for L with β0 (F)
components and let A be a matrix representing the Seifert pairing of F. Given ω ∈
S1 , the Levine-Tristram signature and nullity of L at ω are defined as
σL (ω) := sign((1 − ω)A + (1 − ω)AT ),
ηL (ω) := null((1 − ω)A + (1 − ω)AT ) + β0 (F) − 1.
These signatures and nullities are well defined (i.e. they are independent of the
choice of the Seifert surface) [61, Theorem 8.9] and, varying ω along S1 , produce functions σL , ηL : S1 → Z. The Levine-Tristram signature is sometimes called
the ω-signature (or the equivariant signature or the Tristram-Levine signature),
while σL (−1) is referred to as the signature of L or as the Murasugi signature
of L [78]. The definition of σL (ω) goes back to Tristram [94] and Levine [57].
Remark 1. We note that σL and ηL are piecewise constant: both observations follow
from the fact that the Alexander polynomial ∆L (t) can be computed (up to its indeterminacy) by the formula ∆L (t) = det(tA − AT ). This latter fact also shows that,
given ω ∈ S1 \ {1}, the nullity ηL (ω) vanishes if and only if ∆L (ω) 6= 0. Moreover,
the discontinuities of σL only occur at zeros of (t − 1)∆Ltor (t) [38, Theorem 2.1].
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Several authors assume Seifert surfaces to be connected, and the nullity is then
simply defined as the nullity of the matrix H(ω) = (1 − ω)A + (1 − ω)AT . The
extra flexibility afforded by disconnected Seifert surfaces can for instance be taken
advantage of when studying the behavior of the signature and nullity of boundary
links.
Remark 2. Since the matrix (1 − ω)A + (1 − ω)AT vanishes at ω = 1, we shall frequently think of σL and ηL as functions on S∗1 := S1 \ {1}. Note nevertheless that
for a knot K, the function σK vanishes in a neighborhood of 1 ∈ S1 [59, page 255],
while for a µ-component link, one can only conclude that the limits of |σL (ω)| are
at most µ − 1 as ω approaches 1.

2.2 Properties of the signature and nullity
This subsection discusses the behaviour of the signature and nullity under operations
such as orientation reversal, mirror image, connected sums and satellite operations.
The following proposition collects several properties of the Levine-Tristram signature.
Proposition 1. Let L be a µ-component oriented link and let ω ∈ S1 .
1. The Levine-Tristram signature is symmetric: σL (ω) = σL (ω).
2. The integer σL (ω) + ηL (ω) − µ + 1 is even.√
3. If ∆L (ω) 6= 0, then σL (ω) = µ − sgn(iµ ∇L ( ω)) mod 4. 1
4. If mL denotes the mirror image of L, then σmL (ω) = −σL (ω).
5. If rL is obtained by reversing the orientation of each component of L, then
σrL (ω) = σL (ω).
6. Let L0 and L00 be two oriented links. If L is obtained by performing a single connected sum between a component of L0 and a component of L00 , then σL (ω) =
σL0 (ω) + σL00 (ω).
7. The signature is additive under the disjoint sum operation: if L is the link obtained by taking the disjoint union of two oriented links L0 and L00 , then σL (ω) =
σL0 (ω) + σL00 (ω).
8. If S is a satellite knot with companion knot C, pattern P and winding number n,
then
σS (ω) = σP (ω) + σC (ω n ).
Proof. The first assertion is immediate from Definition 1. The proof of the second
and third assertions can be found respectively in [89]; see also [15, Lemmas 5.6
and 5.7]. The proof of the third assertion can be found in [61, Theorem 8.10]; see
1

Here ∇L (t) denotes the one variable potential function of L. Given a Seifert matrix A for L,
the normalized Alexander polynomial is DL (t) = det(−tA + t −1 AT ) and ∇L (t) can be defined
as ∇L (t) √
= DL (t)/(t − t −1 ). In what follows, for a complex number ω = eiθ with 0 < θ < 2π,
we write ω for the complex number eiθ /2 .
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also [15, Proposition 2.10]. The proof of the fifth, sixth and seventh assertions can be
respectively be found in [15, Corollary 2.9, Proposition 2.12, Proposition 2.13]. For
the proof of the last assertion, we refer to [66, Theorem 2]; see also [89, Theorem
9] (and [72, Theorem 3]) for the case ω = −1.
Note that the second and third assertions of Proposition 1 generalize the well
known fact that the Murasugi signature of a knot K is even. The behavior of σL
under splicing (a generalization of the satellite operation) is discussed in [23, 24].
For discussions on the (Murasugi) signature of covering links, we refer to [78, 41]
and [42] (which also provides a signature obstruction to a knot being periodic).
The following proposition collects the corresponding properties of the nullity.
Proposition 2. Let L be an oriented link and let ω ∈ S∗1 := S1 \ {1}.
1. The nullity is symmetric: ηL (ω) = ηL (ω).
2. The nullity ηL (ω) is nonzero if and only if ∆L (ω) = 0.
3. If mL denotes the mirror image of L, then ηmL (ω) = ηL (ω).
4. If rL is obtained by reversing the orientation of each component of L, then ηrL (ω) = ηL (ω).
5. Let L0 and L00 be two oriented links. If L is obtained by performing a single connected sum between a component of L0 and a component of L00 , then ηL (ω) =
ηL0 (ω) + ηL00 (ω).
6. If L is the link obtained by taking the disjoint union of two oriented links L0
and L00 , then we have ηL (ω) = ηL0 (ω) + ηL00 (ω) + 1.
7. The nullity ηL (ω) is equal to the dimension of the twisted homology C-vector
space H1 (XL ; Cω ), where Cω is the right Z[π1 (XL )]-module arising from the
map Z[π1 (XL )] → C, γ → ω `k(γ,L) .
8. If S is a satellite knot with companion knot C, pattern P and winding number n,
then
ηS (ω) = ηP (ω) + ηC (ω n ).
Proof. The first assertion is immediate from Definition 1, while the second assertion
was already discussed in Remark 1. The proof of assertions (3) − (6) can respectively be found in [15, Proposition 2.10, Corollary 2.9, Proposition 2.12, Proposition 2.13]. To prove the penultimate assertion, pick a connected Seifert surface F
for L, let A be an associated Seifert matrix and set H(ω) = (1 − ω)A + (1 − ω)AT .
Since tA − AT presents the Alexander module H1 (XL ; Z[t ±1 ]), some homological algebra (as for instance in [21, proof of Proposition 3.4]) shows that H(ω)
presents H1 (XL ; Cω ); the assertion follows. The satellite formula can be deduced
from [24, Theorem 5.2], or by using the equality ηS (ω) = dimC H1 (XS ; Cω ) and
running a Mayer-Vietoris argument for H1 (XS ; Cω ).
We conclude this subsection by mentioning some additional facts about the
signature function. Livingston provided a complete characterization of the functions σ : S1 → Z that arise as the Levine-Tristram signature function of a knot [70].
The corresponding question for links appears to be open. If ∆L (t) is not identically
zero, then it has at least σ (L) roots on the unit circle [63, Appendix]. Finally, we
describe the Murasugi signature for some particular classes of links.
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Remark 3. Rudolph showed that the Murasugi signature of the closure of a nontrivial
positive braid is negative (or positive, according to conventions) [88]. This result
was later independently extended to positive links [93, 85] (see also [17]) and to
almost positive links [86]. Later, Stoimenow improved Rudolph’s result by showing
that the Murasugi signature is bounded by an increasing function of the first Betti
number [91]. Subsequent improvements of this result include [27, 3]. Formulas for
the Levine-Tristram signature of torus knots can be found in [66].

2.3 Lower bounds on the unlinking number
In this subsection, we review some applications of signatures to unlinking and splitting links.
The unlinking number u(L) of a link L is the minimal number of crossing changes
needed to turn L into an unlink. The splitting number sp(L) of L is the minimal
number of crossing changes between different components needed to turn L into the
split union of its components. The Levine-Tristram signature and nullity are known
to provide lower bounds on both these quantities:
Theorem 1. Set S∗1 = S1 \ {1}. Let L = L1 ∪ . . . ∪ Lµ be an oriented link and let ω ∈
S∗1 .
1. The signature provides lower bounds on the unlinking number:
|σL (ω)| + |ηL (ω) + µ − 1| ≤ 2u(L).
2. The signature and nullity provide lower bounds on the splitting number:
µ

µ

σL (ω) + ∑ `k(Li , L j ) − ∑ σLi (ω) + µ − 1 − ηL (ω) + ∑ ηLi (ω) ≤ sp(L).
i< j

i=1

i=1

At the time of writing, the second inequality can only be proved using the multivariable signature [14]. A key step in proving the first inequality is to understand the
behavior of the signature and nullity under crossing changes. The next proposition
collects several such results:
Proposition 3. Given, ω ∈ S∗1 , the following assertions hold.
1. If L+ is obtained from L− by changing a single negative crossing change, then
(σL+ (ω) ± ηL+ (ω)) − (σL− (ω) ± ηL− (ω)) ∈ {0, −2}.
2. If, additionally, we let µ denote the number of components of L+ (and L− ) and
assume that ω is neither a root of ∆L− (t) nor of ∆L+ (t), then
(
√
√
0
if (−1)µ ∇L+ ( ω)∇L− ( ω) > 0,
σL+ (ω) − σL− (ω) =
√
√
−2 if (−1)µ ∇L+ ( ω)∇L− ( ω) < 0.
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3. If L and L0 differ by a single crossing change, then
|ηL (ω) − ηL0 (ω)| ≤ 1.
Proof. The proof of the first and third assertions can be found in [79, Lemma 2.1]
(the proof is written for ω = −1, but also holds for general ω). The proof of the
second assertion now follows from the second item of Proposition 1 which states
that modulo 4,√the signature σL (ω) is congruent to µ + 1 or µ − 1 according to the
sign of iµ ∇L ( ω).
Note that similar conclusions hold if L− is obtained from L+ by changing a single
negative crossing change; we refer to [79, Lemma 2.1] for the precise statement.
Although Proposition 3 is well known, it seems that the full statement is hard to find
in the literature: subsets of the statement for knots appear for instance in [26, 35, 45]
(away from the roots of ∆K (t)) and for links in [79, Lemma 2.1] (for ω = −1,
without the statement involving ∇L ), and [15, Section 5] (in which various local
relations are described; see also [22, Section 7.10] and [81, Lemma 3.1]).
We conclude this subsection with two additional remarks in the knot case.
Remark 4. In the knot case, the second assertion of Proposition 3 is fairly well
known (e.g. [35, Lemma 2.2] and [45, Equation (10)]). Indeed, under the same
assumptions as in Proposition 3, and using the normalized Alexander polynomial DL (t) (which satisfies DL (t) = (t − t −1 )∇L (t)), it can be rewritten as
(
√
√
0
if DK+ ( ω)DK− ( ω) > 0,
σK+ (ω) − σK− (ω) =
√
√
−2 if DK+ ( ω)DK− ( ω) < 0.
Finally, note that for knots, the lower bound on the unknotting number can be significantly improved upon by using the jumps of the signature function [71]. Other
applications of the Levine-Tristram signature to unknotting numbers can be found
in [90] (as well as a relation to finite type invariants).

2.4 Concordance invariance and the Murasugi-Tristram
inequalities
In this subsection, we review properties of the Levine-Tristram signature related
to 4-dimensional topology. Namely we discuss the conditions under which the signature is a concordance invariant, and gives lower bounds on the 4-genus.
Two oriented µ-component links L and J are smoothly (resp. topologically) concordant if there is a smooth (resp. locally flat) embedding into S3 × I of a disjoint
union of µ annuli A ,→ S3 × I, such that the oriented boundary of A satisfies
∂ A = −L t J ⊂ −S3 t S3 = ∂ (S3 × I).
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The integers σL (ω) and ηL (ω) are known to be concordance invariants for any root
of unity ω of prime power order [78, 94]. However, it is only recently that Nagel
and Powell gave a precise characterization of the ω ∈ S1 at which σL and ηL are
concordance invariants [80] (see also [97]). To describe this characterization, we
say that a complex number ω ∈ S∗1 is a Knotennullstelle if it is the root of a Laurent
polynomial p(t) ∈ Z[t ±1 ] satisfying p(1) = ±1. We write S!1 for the set of ω ∈ S1
which do not arise as a Knotennullstelle.
The main result of [80] can be stated as follows.
Theorem 2. The Levine-Tristram signature σL and nullity ηL are concordance invariants at ω ∈ S∗1 if and only if ω ∈ S!1 .
In the knot case, Cha and Livingston had previously shown that for any Knotennullstelle ω, there is a slice knot K with σK (ω) 6= 0 and ηK (ω) 6= 0 [13]. Here, recall that a knot K ⊂ S3 is smoothly (resp. topologically) slice if it is smoothly (resp.
topologically) concordant to the unknot or, equivalently, if it bounds a smoothly
(resp. locally flat) properly embedded disk in the 4-ball. Still restricting to knots,
the converse can be established as follows.
Remark 5. The Levine-Tristram signature of an oriented knot K vanishes at ω ∈ S!1
whenever K is algebraically slice i.e. whenever it admits a metabolic Seifert matrix A. To see this, first note that since A is metabolic, the matrix H(ω) = (1−ω)A+
(1−ω)AT is congruent to one which admits a half size block of zeros in its upper left
corner. Furthermore the definition of S!1 and the equality H(t) = (t −1 − 1)(tA − AT )
imply that H(ω) is nonsingular for ω ∈ S!1 : indeed, since K is a knot, ∆K (1) = ±1.
Combining these facts, σK (ω) = sign(H(ω)) vanishes for ω ∈ S!1 . As slice knots
are algebraically slice (see e.g. [61, Proposition 8.17]), we have established that if K
is slice, then σK vanishes on S!1 .
Using Remark 5 and Theorem 1, one sees that the Levine-Tristram signature
actually provides lower bounds on the slicing number of a knot K i.e. the minimum
number of crossing changes required to convert K to a slice knot [68, 83]. In a
somewhat different direction, the Levine-Tristram signature is also a lower bound
on the algebraic unknotting number [30, 77, 6, 8, 7].
Several steps in Remark 5 fail to generalize from knots to links: there is no obvious notion of algebraic sliceness for links and, if L has two components or more,
then ∆L (1) = 0. In fact, even the notion of a slice link deserves some comments.
Remark 6. An oriented link L = L1 ∪ . . . ∪ Lµ is smoothly (resp. topologically) slice
in the strong sense if there are disjointly smoothly (resp. locally flat) properly embedded disks D1 , . . . , Dµ with ∂ Di = Li . As a corollary of Theorem 2, one sees that
if L is topologically slice in the strong sense, then σL (ω) = 0 and ηL (ω) = µ − 1
for all ω ∈ S!1 .
On the other hand, an oriented link is smoothly (resp. topologically) slice in the
ordinary sense if it is the cross-section of a single smooth (resp. locally flat) 2-sphere
in S4 . It is known that if L is slice in the ordinary sense, then σL (ω) = 0 for all ω of
prime power order [15, Corollary 7.5] (see also [47, Theorem 3.13]). There is little
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doubt that this result should hold for a larger subset of S1 and in the topological
category.
In a similar spirit, the Levine-Tristram signatures can be used to provide restrictions on the surfaces a link can bound in the 4-ball. Such inequalities go back to
Murasugi [78] and Tristram [94]. Since then, these inequalities have been generalized in several directions [37, Corollary 4.3], [28, Theorem 5.19], [15, Theorem
7.2], [69], [97, Section 4] and [21, Theorem 1.2 and Corollary 1.4]. Applications to
the study of algebraic curves can be found in [28, 81, 82].
The following theorem describes such a Murasugi-Tristram inequality in the
topological category which holds for a large subset of S1 .
Theorem 3. If an oriented link L bounds an m-component properly embedded locally flat surface F ⊂ D4 with first Betti number b1 (F), then for any ω ∈ S!1 , the
following inequality holds:
|σL (ω)| + |ηL (ω) − m + 1| ≤ b1 (F).
Observe that if L is a strongly slice link, then m is equal to the number of components of L and b1 (F) = 0 and thus σL (ω) = 0 and ηL (ω) = m − 1 for all ω ∈ S!1 ,
recovering the result mentioned in Remark 6. On the other hand, if K is a knot, then
Theorem 3 can be expressed in terms of the topological 4-genus g4 (K) of K: the
minimal genus of a locally flat surface in D4 cobounding K. An article studying the
sharpness of this bound includes [62].
In order to obtain results which are valid on the whole of the unit circle S1 , it is
possible to consider the average of the one-sided limits of the signature and nullity.
Namely for ω = eiθ ∈ S1 and any Seifert matrix A, one sets H(ω) = (1 − ω)A +
(1 − ω)AT and considers
1
2
1
av
η (ω) =
2
σLav (ω) =


lim sign(H(eiη )) + lim sign(H(eiη )) ,
η→θ+

η→θ−


lim null(H(eiη )) + lim null(H(eiη )) .
η→θ+

η→θ−

The earliest explicit observation that these averaged Levine-Tristram signatures are
smooth concordance invariants seems to go back to Gordon’s survey [39]. Working
with the averaged Levine-Tristram signature and in the topological locally flat category, Powell [84] recently proved a Murasugi-Tristram type inequality which holds
for each ω ∈ S∗1 .
We conclude this subsection with three remarks on knots.
Remark 7. A knot K is smoothly (resp. topologically) doubly slice if it is the cross
section of an unknotted smoothly (resp. locally flat) embedded 2-sphere S2 in S4 . It
is known that if K is topologically doubly slice, then σK (ω) vanishes for all ω ∈ S1 ;
no averaging is needed [92, 53, 59]. Is there a meaningful statement for links?
The Levine-Tristram signature also appears in knot concordance in relation to
a particular von Neumann ρ-invariant (or L2 -signature). This invariant associates a
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real number to any closed 3-manifold together with a map φ : π1 (M) → Γ , with Γ a
PTFA group. When M is the 0-framed surgery along a knot K and φ is the abelianization map, then this invariant coincides with the (normalized) integral of σK (ω)
along the circle [18, Proposition 5.1]. Computations of this invariant on (iterated)
torus knots can be found in [55, 5, 20].
The Levine-Tristram signature is an invariant of rational knot concordance at
prime order roots of unity; see [12, Theorem 1.1] and [16, Proposition 4.2] for further details.

3 4-dimensional definitions of the signature
In this section, we describe 4-dimensional definitions of the Levine-Tristram signature using embedded surfaces in the 4-ball (Subsection 3.1) and as a bordism
invariant of the 0-framed surgery (Subsection 3.2).

3.1 Signatures via exteriors of surfaces in the 4-ball
We relate the Levine-Tristram signature to signature invariants of the exterior of
embedded surfaces in the 4-ball. Historically, the first approach of this kind involved branched covers [96] (see also [11, 47]) while more recent results make
use of twisted homology [18, 97, 84].
Given a smoothly properly embedded connected surface F ⊂ D4 , denote by WF
the complement of a tubular neighborhood of F. A short Mayer-Vietoris argument shows that H1 (WF ; Z) is infinite cyclic and one may consider the covering
space Wk → WF obtained by composing the abelianization homomorphism with the
quotient map H1 (WF ; Z) ∼
= Z → Zk . The restriction of this cover to F × S1 is id ×p,
1
1
where p : S → S is the k-fold cover of the circle. Extending p to a cover D2 → D2
branched along 0, and setting
W F := Wk ∪F×S1 (F × D2 )
produces a cover W F → D4 branched along F = F × {0}. Denote by t a generator
of the finite cyclic group Zk . The C[Zk ]-module structure of H2 (W F , C) gives rise
to a complex vector space
H2 (W F , C)ω = {x ∈ H2 (W F , C) | tx = ωx}
for each root of unity ω of order k. Restricting the intersection form on H2 (W F , C)
to H2 (W F , C)ω produces a Hermitian pairing whose signature we denote by σω (W F ).
The next result, originally due to Viro [96], was historically the first 4-dimensional
interpretation of the Levine-Tristram signature; see also [47].
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Theorem 4. Assume that an oriented link L bounds a smoothly properly embedded
compact oriented surface F ⊂ D4 and let W F be the k-fold cover of D4 branched
along F. Then, for any root of unity ω ∈ S∗1 of order k, the following equality holds:
σL (ω) = σω (W F ).
As for the results described in Subsection 2.4, Theorem 4 can be sharpened
by working in the topological category and using arbitrary ω ∈ S∗1 . As the next
paragraphs detail, the idea is to rely on twisted homology instead of branched covers [84, 97, 21].
Let ω ∈ S∗1 . From now on, we assume that F ⊂ D4 is a locally flat properly
embedded (possibly disconnected) compact oriented surface. Since H1 (WF ; Z) is
free abelian, there is a map H1 (WF ; Z) → C obtained by sending each meridian
of F to ω. Precomposing with the abelianization homomorphism, gives rise to a
right Z[π1 (WF )]-module structure on C which we denote by Cω for emphasis. We
can therefore consider the twisted homology groups H∗ (WF ; Cω ) and the corresponding C-valued intersection form λWF ,Cω on H2 (WF ; Cω ).
The following result can be seen as a generalization of Theorem 4.
Theorem 5. Assume that an oriented link L bounds a properly embedded locally flat
compact oriented surface F ⊂ D4 . Then the following equality holds for any ω ∈ S∗1 :
σL (ω) = sign(λWF ,Cω ).
A key feature of Theorems 4 and 5 lies in the fact that the signature invariants
associated to WF do not depend on the choice of F. This plays a crucial role in
the 4-dimensional proofs of Murasugi-Tristram type inequalities. This independance
statement relies on the Novikov-Wall addivity as well as on the G-signature theorem
(for Theorem 4) and on bordisms considerations over the classifying space BZ (for
Theorem 5).

3.2 Signatures as invariants of the 0-framed surgery
In this subsection, we outline how the Levine-Tristram signature of a link L can
be viewed as a bordism invariant of the 0-framed surgery along L. To achieve this,
we describe bordism invariants of pairs consisting of a closed connected oriented
3-manifold together with a map from π1 (M) to Zm or Z.
Let M be an oriented closed 3-manifold and let χ : π1 (M) → Zm be a homomorphism. Since the bordism group Ω3 (Zm ) is finite, there exists a non-negative
integer r, a 4-manifold W and a map ψ : π1 (W ) → Zm such that the boundary of W consists of the disjoint union of r copies of M and the restriction
of ψ to ∂W coincides with χ on each copy of M. If these conditions are satisfied, we write ∂ (W, ψ) = r(M, χ) for brevity. Mapping the generator of Zm
2πi
to ω := e m gives rise to a map Z[Zm ] → Q(ω). Precomposing with ψ, we
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obtain a (Q(ω), Z[π1 (W )])-bimodule structure on Q(ω) and twisted homology
groups H∗ (W ; Q(ω)). The Q(ω)-vector space H2 (W ; Q(ω)) is endowed with a Q(ω)valued Hermitian form λW,Q(ω) whose signature is denoted signψ (W ) := sign(λW,Q(ω) ).
In this setting, the Casson-Gordon σ -invariant of (M, χ) is
σ (M, χ) :=

1
(signψ (W ) − sign(W )) ∈ Q.
r

We now focus on the case where M = ML is the closed 3-manifold obtained by performing 0-framed surgery on a link L. In this case, a short Mayer-Vietoris argument
shows that H1 (ML ; Z) is freely generated by the meridians of L.
Casson and Gordon proved the following theorem [11, Lemma 3.1].
Theorem 6. Let χ : H1 (ML ; Z) → Zm ⊂ C∗ be the character mapping each merid2πi
ian of L to ω r , where ω = e m and 0 < r < m. Then the Casson-Gordon σ -invariant
satisfies
σ (ML , χ) = σL (ω r ).
Note that Casson and Gordon proved a version of Theorem 6 for arbitrary surgeries on links; we also refer to [37, Theorem 3.6] and [15, Theorem 6.7] for generalizations to more general characters. The idea of defining link invariants using the
Casson-Gordon invariants is pursued further in [28, 29].
Remark 8. The Casson-Gordon σ -invariant (and thus the Levine-Tristram signature)
can be understood as a particular case of the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer ρ-invariant [2]
which associates a real number to pairs (M, α), with M a closed connected oriented
3-manifold and α : π1 (M) → U(k) a unitary representation. For further reading on
this point of view, we refer to [60, 56, 31, 32, 33].
Next, we describe how to circumvent the restriction that ω be of finite order.
Briefly, the idea is to work in the infinite cyclic cover as long as possible, delaying
the appearance of ω [65, Section 2]; see also [18, Section 5]. Following [84], the
next paragraphs describe the resulting construction.
Let M be a closed connected oriented 3-manifold, and let φ : π1 (M) → Z
be a homomorphism. Since Ω3ST OP (Z) is zero, M bounds a connected topological 4-manifold W and there is a map ψ : π1 (W ) → Z which extends φ . This
map endows Q(t) with a (Q(t), Z[π1 (W )])-bimodule structure and therefore gives
rise to a Q(t)-valued intersection form λW,Q(t) on H2 (W ; Q(t)). It can be checked
nonsing

that λW,Q(t) induces a nonsingular Hermitian form λW,Q(t) on the quotient of H2 (W ; Q(t))
nonsing

by im(H2 (M; Q(t)) → H2 (W ; Q(t))) [84, Lemma 3.1]. As a consequence, λW,Q(t)
nonsing

gives rise to an element [λW,Q(t) ] of the Witt group W (Q(t)). Taking the averaged
signature at ω ∈ S1 of a representative of an element in W (Q(t)) produces a well defined homomorphism signω : W (Q(t)) → C. Thus, for ω ∈ S∗1 and (M, φ ) = ∂ (W, ψ)
as above, one can set
nonsing

av
σM,φ
(ω) = signω ([λW,Q(t) ]) − sign(W ).
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av does not depend on W and ψ [84, Section 3]. We now reIt can be checked that σM,φ
turn to links: we let L be an oriented link, assume that M is the 0-framed surgery ML
and that φ is the map φL which sends each meridian of L to 1.
The following result is due to Powell [84, Lemma 4.1].

Theorem 7. For any oriented link L and any ω ∈ S∗1 , the following equality holds:
av
σM
(ω) = σLav (ω).
L ,φL

Describing σL as a 3-manifold invariant as in Theorem 7 provides a useful tool
to work in the topological category; see for instance Powell’s proof a MurasugiTristram type inequality [84, Theorem 1.4].

4 Signatures via pairings on infinite cyclic covers
In this section, we review two additional intrinsic descriptions of the LevineTristram signature of a knot K. Both constructions make heavy use of the algebraic
topology of the infinite cyclic cover of the exterior of K: the first uses the Milnor
pairing (Subsection 4.1), while the second relies on the Blanchfield pairing (Subsection 4.2).

4.1 Milnor signatures
In this subsection, we recall the definition of a pairing which was first described by
Milnor [76]. We then outline how the resulting “Milnor signatures" are related to
(the jumps of) the Levine-Tristram signature.
Given an oriented knot K in S3 , use XK = S3 \ νK to denote its exterior. The
kernel of the abelianization homomorphism π1 (XK ) → H1 (XK ; Z) ∼
= Z gives rise to
an infinite cyclic cover XK∞ → XK . Milnor showed that the cup product
H 1 (XK∞ ; R) × H 1 (XK∞ , ∂ XK∞ ; R) → H 2 (XK∞ , ∂ XK∞ ; R) ∼
= R
defines a nonsingular skew-symmetric R-bilinear form [76, Assertion 9]. Since the
canonical inclusion (XK , 0)
/ → (XK , ∂ XK ) induces an isomorphism H 1 (XK∞ ; R) →
1
∞
∞
H (XK , ∂ XK ; R), the aforementioned cup product pairing gives to rise to a nonsingular skew-symmetric form
∪ : H 1 (XK∞ ; R) × H 1 (XK∞ ; R) → R.
Use t ∗ to denote the automorphism induced on H 1 (XK∞ ; R) by the generator of the
deck transformation group of XK∞ . Milnor defines the quadratic form of K as the
pairing
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bK : H 1 (XK∞ ; R)×H 1 (XK∞ ; R) → R
(x, y) 7→ (t ∗ x) ∪ y + (t ∗ y) ∪ x.
This pairing is symmetric and nonsingular [76, Assertion 10] and Milnor defines
the signature of K as the signature of bK . Erle later related sign(bK ) to the Murasugi
signature of K [25]:
Theorem 8. Let K be an oriented knot. The signature of the symmetric form bK is
equal to the Murasugi signature of K:
sign(bK ) = σ (K).
Next, we describe the so-called Milnor signatures. As R is a field, the ring R[t ±1 ]
is a PID and therefore the torsion R[t ±1 ]-module H := H1 (XK∞ ; R) decomposes as a
direct sum over its p(t)-primary components, where p(t) ranges over the irreducible
polynomials of R[t ±1 ]. 2 As explained in [76, proof of Assertion 11], the symmetric form bK decomposes orthogonally once we distinguish symmetric polynomials
.
(i.e. p(t) = rt ±i p(t −1 ); written p(t) = p(t −1 )) from non-symmetric ones:3
M

(H 1 (XK∞ ; R), bK ) =

.

(H p(t) , bK |Hp(t) )

p(t)=p(t −1 )

⊕

M
.

(H p(t) ⊕ H p(t −1 ) , bK |Hp(t) ⊕Hp(t −1 ) ).

p(t)6= p(t −1 )

In a nutshell, for p(t) irreducible and symmetric, the restrictions of bK |Hp (t) proθ
duce additional signature invariants. If p(t) and q(t) differ by multiplication by
a unit, then their corresponding primary summands are equal. From now on, a
polynomial is thus understood to be symmetric if p(t) = p(t −1 ). As we are working over R[t ±1 ], the irreducible symmetric polynomials are of the form pθ (t) =
t − 2 cos(θ ) + t −1 with 0 < θ < π [76, page 129].
Definition 2. For 0 < θ < π, the Milnor signature σθ (K) is the signature of the
restriction of bK to the pθ (t)-primary summand of H := H 1 (XK∞ ; R):
σθ (K) := sign(bK |Hp

θ (t)

).

Note that σθ (K) is zero if pθ (t) does not divide the Alexander polynomial ∆K (t)
of K. In particular, by Erle’s result, the Murasugi signature σ (K) is equal to the sum
of the σθ (K) over all θ such that pθ (t) divides ∆K (t). Thus, recalling that ±1 can
not be a root of the Alexander polynomial of a knot, one can write
2

By a p(t)-primary component, we mean H p(t) = {x ∈ H | p(t)n x = 0 for some n > 0}. Observe
that H p(t) 6= 0 only if p(t) is a factor of ∆K (t).
3 Here, since we use the same notation for direct sums and orthogonal sums, the underlying alge.
braic fact to keep in mind is “if p(t) 6= q(t −1 ), then H p(t) and Hq(t) are orthogonal".
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σθ (K) =

∑

σθ (K).

(1)

{θ : pθ |∆K }

0<θ <π

Next, following Matumoto, we relate the Milnor signatures to the Levine-Tristram
signatures [73]. First, note that Erle proves a stronger result than the equality σ (K) =
sign(bK ): indeed he shows that bK is represented by W +W T , where W is a nonsingular matrix over Z which is S-equivalent to a Seifert matrix of K; he calls such a
matrix a reduced Seifert matrix [25, Section 3.4]. As a consequence, Matumoto considers an arbitrary nonsingular bilinear form on a R-vector space V , represented by a
matrix A and compares the signature of (1 − ω)A + (1 − ω)AT (for ω ∈ S1 ) with the
signatures of A + AT restricted to the p(t)-primary summands of V (here t is thought
alternatively as an indeterminate and as the R-automorphism (AT )−1 A) [73]).
A particular case of one of Matumoto’s results can be now be stated as follows [73, Theorem 2].
Theorem 9. Let K be an oriented knot and let ω = eiϕ with 0 < ϕ ≤ π. If ω is not
a root of ∆K (t), then the following equality holds:
σK (ω) =

1
σθ (K) + σϕ (K).
2
0<θ <ϕ

∑

Observe that if ω = eiϕ is not a root of ∆K (t), then the Milnor signature σϕ (K)
vanishes. In particular, since −1 is never a root of the Alexander polynomial of a
knot, Theorem 9 recovers (1). The Milnor pairing can also be considered over C in
which case the statement is somewhat different [73, Theorem 1]. Informally, Theorem 9 states that the Milnor signatures measure the jumps of σK : S1 → Z at the
roots of ∆K (t) which lie on S1 . The situation for links is more complicated [50]; see
also [48].
We conclude by mentioning some further properties of the Milnor signatures.
Remark 9. The Milnor signatures are concordance invariants [76, p.129]. Milnor establishes this result by showing that his signatures vanish on slice knots and are additive under connected sums. A satellite formula for the Milnor signatures is stated
without proof in [51].

4.2 Signatures via the Blanchfield pairing
In this subsection, we review how the Levine-Tristram signature of a knot can be
recovered from the Blanchfield pairing. Note that while the Blanchfield pairing is
known to determine the S-equivalence type of K [95], the approaches we discuss
here are arguably more concrete.
Given an oriented knot K, recall that XK∞ denotes the infinite cyclic cover of the
exterior XK . Since Z = hti acts on XK∞ , the homology group H1 (XK∞ ; Z) is naturally
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endowed with a Z[t ±1 ]-module structure. This Z[t ±1 ]-module is called the Alexander module and is known to be finitely generated and torsion [58]. Using Q(t) to
denote the field of fractions of Z[t ±1 ], the Blanchfield form of a knot is a Hermitian
and nonsingular sesquilinear pairing
BlK : H1 (XK∞ ; Z) × H1 (XK∞ ; Z) → Q(t)/Z[t ±1 ].
In order to define BlK , we describe its adjoint
Bl•K : H1 (XK∞ ; Z) → HomZ[t ±1 ] (H1 (XK∞ ; Z), Q(t)/Z[t ±1 ])
so that BlK (x, y) = Bl•K (y)(x). 4 Using local coefficients, the Alexander module can
be written as H1 (XK ; Z[t ±1 ]). The short exact sequence of coefficients
0 → Z[t ±1 ] → Q(t) → Q(t)/Z[t ±1 ] → 0
gives rise to a Bockstein homomorphism
BS : H 1 (XK ; Q(t)/Z[t ±1 ]) → H 2 (XK ; Z[t ±1 ]).
Since the Alexander module is torsion, BS is in fact an isomorphism. Composing the map induced by the inclusion ι : (XK , 0)
/ → (XK , ∂ XK ) with Poincaré duality, BS−1 and the Kronecker evaluation map yields the desired Z[t ±1 ]-linear map:
PD

∗
Bl•K : H1 (XK ; Z[t ±1 ]) →
H1 (XK , ∂ XK ; Z[t ±1 ]) → H 2 (XK ; Z[t ±1 ])

ι

(2)

BS−1

−→ H 1 (XK ; Q(t)/Z[t ±1 ])
ev

→ HomZ[t ±1 ] (H1 (XK ; Z[t ±1 ]), Q(t)/Z[t ±1 ]).
Following Kearton [52, 54], we outline how signatures can be extracted from the
(real) Blanchfield pairing
BlK : H1 (XK ; R[t ±1 ]) × H1 (XK ; R[t ±1 ]) → R(t)/R[t ±1 ].
Let p(t) be a real irreducible symmetric factor of ∆K (t), and let H p(t) be the p(t)primary summand of H := H1 (XK ; R[t ±1 ]). There is a decomposition H p(t) =
Lm
r
r
±1
r
±1
i=1 H p(t) , where each H p(t) is a free module over R[t ]/p(t) R[t ]. For i =
1, . . . , m, consider the quotient
r
r
r
/p(t)H p(t)
Vp(t)
:= H p(t)

as a vector space over C ∼
= R(ξ ) ∼
= R[t ±1 ]/p(t)R[t ±1 ], where ξ is a root of p(t). The
Blanchfield pairing BlK now induces the following well defined Hermitian pairing:
4 Given a ring R with involution, and given an R-module M, we denote by M the R-module that
has the same underlying additive group as M, but for which the action by R on M is precomposed
with the involution on R.
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r
r
→C
×Vp(t)
blr,p(t) (K) : Vp(t)

([x], [y]) 7→ BlK (p(t)r−1 x, y).
As above, we write pθ (t) = t − 2 cos(θ ) + t −1 : this way for each θ ∈ (0, π) and
every integer r, we obtain additional signature invariants.
Definition 3. For 0 < θ < π and r > 0, the Blanchfield signature σr,θ (K) is the
signature of the Hermitian pairing blr,pθ (t) (K):
σr,θ (K) := sign(blr,pθ (t) (K)).
Kearton [52, Section 9] relates the signatures σr,θ (K) to the Milnor signatures,
while Levine relates the σr,θ (K) to the Levine-Tristram signature [59, Theorem 2.3]:
Theorem 10. Given an oriented knot K and 0 < θ < π, one has
σθ (K) =

∑ σr,θ (K).
r odd

If ω := eiθ is a root of ∆K (t), and if ω+ , ω− ∈ S∗1 \ {ω ∈ S∗1 | ∆K (ω) = 0} are such
that ω is the only root of ∆K (t) lying on an arc of S1 connecting them, then
σK (ω + ) − σK (ω − ) = 2

∑ σr,θ (K),
r odd

1
σK (ω) = (σK (ω + ) − σK (ω − )) − ∑ σr,θ (K).
2
r even
As we already mentioned in the previous subsection, Theorem 10 (and Theorem 9) shows that the Blanchfield and Milnor signatures measure the jumps
of σK : S1 → Z at the roots of ∆K (t).
Next, we mention some further properties of the Blanchfield signatures.
Remark 10. For each 0 < θ < π, the sum ∑r odd σr,θ (K) of Blanchfield signatures
is a concordance invariant: this can either be seen directly [59] or by relating this
sum to the Milnor signature σθ (K) (recall Theorem 10) and using its concordance
invariance (recall Remark 9). Combining this fact with Theorem 10 yields a proof
that the Levine-Tristram signature function σK vanishes away from the roots of ∆K
if K is (algebraically) slice (recall Subsection 2.4).
While the Blanchfield signatures σr,θ (K) are not concordance invariants, they do
vanish if K is doubly slice [53, 59]. Combining this fact with Theorem 10 yields
a proof that the Levine-Tristram signature function σK vanishes identically if K is
doubly slice (recall Remark 7).
Next, following Borodzik-Friedl, we describe a second way of extracting signatures from the Blanchfield pairing [8]. The Blanchfield pairing is known to be representable: as shown in [8, Proposition 2.1] there exists a non-degenerate Hermitian
matrix A(t) over Z[t ±1 ] such that BlK is isometric to the pairing
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λA(t) : coker(A(t)T ) × coker(A(t)T ) → Q(t)/Z[t ±1 ]
([x], [y]) 7→ xT A(t)−1 y.
In this case, we say that the Hermitian matrix A(t) represents BlK . These representing matrices provide an alternative way of defining the Levine-Tristram signature [8,
Lemma 3.2]:
Proposition 4. Let K be an oriented knot and let ω ∈ S1 . For any Hermitian matrix A(t) which represents the Blanchfield pairing BlK , the following equalities hold:
σK (ω) = sign(A(ω)) − sign(A(1)),
ηK (ω) = null(A(ω)).
In the case of links, even though the Blanchfield form can be defined in a way
similar to (2), no generalization of Proposition 4 appears to be known at the time of
writing. Similarly, the Blanchfield signatures described in Definition 3 do not appear
to have been generalized to links.

5 Two additional constructions
We briefly discuss two additional constructions of the Levine-Tristram signature.
In Subsection 5.1, we review a construction (due to Lin [64]) which expresses the
Murasugi signature of a knot as a signed count of traceless SU(2)-representations.
In Subsection 5.2, we discuss Gambaudo and Ghys’ work, a corollary of which
expresses the Levine-Tristram signature in terms of the Burau representation of the
braid group and the Meyer cocycle.

5.1 The Casson-Lin invariant
Let K be an oriented knot. Inspired by the construction of the Casson invariant, Lin
defined a knot invariant h(K) via a signed count of conjugacy classes of traceless
irreducible representations of π1 (XK ) into SU(2) [64]. Using the behavior of h(K)
under crossing changes, Lin additionally showed that h(K) is equal to half the Murasugi signature σ (K). The goal of this subsection is to briefly review Lin’s construction and to mention some later generalizations.
Let X be a topological space. The representation space of X is the set R(X) :=
Hom(π1 (X), SU(2)) endowed with the compact open topology. A representation
is abelian if its image is an abelian subgroup of SU(2) and we let S(X) denote
the set of abelian representations. Note that an SU(2)-representation is abelian if
and only if it is reducible. The group SU(2) acts on R(X) by conjugation and its
turns out that SO(3) = SU(2)/ ± id acts freely and properly on the set R(X) \ S(X)
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of irreducible (i.e. non abelian) representations. The space of conjugacy classes of
irreducible SU(2)-representations of X is denoted by
b
R(X)
= (R(X) \ S(X))/ SO(3).
Given an oriented knot K whose exterior is denoted XK , the goal is now to make
b K ). The next paragraphs outline the idea
sense of a signed count of the elements R(X
underlying Lin’s construction.
The braid group Bn can be identified with the group of isotopy classes of
orientation preserving homeomorphisms of the punctured disk Dn that fix the
boundary pointwise. In particular, each braid β can be represented by a homeomorphism hβ : Dn → Dn which in turn induces an automorphism of the free
group Fn ∼
= π1 (Dn ). In turn, since R(Dn ) ∼
= SU(2)n , the braid β gives rise to a selfn
n
homeomorphism β : SU(2) → SU(2) . We can therefore consider the spaces
Λn = {(A1 , . . . , An , A1 , . . . , An ) | Ai ∈ SUn2 , tr(Ai ) = 0},
Γn = {(A1 , . . . , An , β (A1 ), . . . , β (An )) | Ai ∈ SUn2 , tr(Ai ) = 0}.
Use βb to denote the link obtained as the closure of a braid β . The representation space R0 (Xβb ) of traceless SU(2) representations of π1 (Xβb ) can be identified with Λn ∩ Γn i.e. the fixed point set of the homeomorphism β : SU(2)n →
SU(2)n [64, Lemma 1.2]. Therefore, Lin’s idea is to make sense of an algebaic
intersection of Λn with Γn inside the ambient space
Hn = {(A1 , . . . , An , B1 , . . . , Bn ) ∈ SU(2)n × SU(2)n , tr(Ai ) = tr(Bi ) = 0}.
Next, we briefly explain how Lin manages to make sense of this algebraic intersection number. The space SU(2) ∼
= S3 is 3-dimensional and the subspace of traceless
matrices is homeomorphic to a 2-dimensional sphere. As a consequence, Λn and Γn
bn is 4n−3
are both 2n-dimensional smooth compact manifolds, and Lin shows that H
dimensional [64, Lemma 1.5]. The SO(3) action restricts to the spaces Λn ,Γn , Hn and
one sets
bn = Λn / SO(3), Γbn = Γn / SO(3).
bn = Hn / SO(3), Λ
H
bn , Γbn are half
After carefully assigning orientations to these spaces, it follows that Λ
bn . The
dimensional smooth oriented submanifolds of the smooth oriented manifold H
bn ∩ Γbn is compact whenever βb is a knot [64, Lemma 1.6] and therefore,
intersection Λ
after arranging transversality, one can define the Casson-Lin invariant of the braid β
as the algebraic intersection
bn , Γbn i b .
h(β ) := hΛ
Hn
Lin proves the invariance of h(β ) under the Markov moves and shows that the resulting knot invariant is equal to half the Murasugi signature [64, Theorem 1.8 and
Corollary 2.10]:
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Theorem 11. The Casson-Lin invariant h(β ) is unchanged under the Markov moves
and thus, setting h(K) = h(βb) for any braid β such that K = βb defines a knot invariant. Furthermore, h(K) is equal to half the Murasugi signature of K:
1
h(K) = σ (K).
2
Lin’s work was later generalized by Herald [43] and Heusener-Kroll [45] to show
that the Levine-Tristram signature σK (e2iθ ) can be obtained as a signed count of
conjugacy classes of irreducible SU(2)-representations with trace 2 cos(θ ). Herald
obtained this result via a gauge theoretic interpretation of the Casson-Lin invariant
(to do so, he used a 4-dimensional interpretation of the signature), while HeusenerKroll generalized Lin’s original proof (which studies the behavior of h(K) under
crossing changes and uses Remark 4).
We also refer to [44] for an interpretation of Lin’s construction using the plat
closure of a braid (the result is closer to Casson’s original construction in terms of
Heegaard splittings [1]), and to [19] for a construction of an instanton Floer homology theory whose Euler characteristic is the Levine-Tristram signature. Is there
a formula for links? 5 Can Theorem 11 be understood using the constructions of
Section 4?

5.2 The Gambaudo-Ghys formula
Since the Alexander polynomial can be expressed using the Burau representation of
the braid group [10], one might wonder whether a similar result holds for the LevineTristram signature. This subsection describes work of Gambaudo and Ghys [34], a
consequence of which answers this question in the positive.
Let Bn denote the n-stranded braid group. Given ω ∈ S1 , Gambaudo and Ghys
study the map Bn → Z, β 7→ σβb (ω) obtained by sending a braid to the LevineTristram signature of its closure. While this map is not a homomorphism, these
authors express the homomorphism defect σαβ
b (ω) − σβb (ω) in terms of
c (ω) − σα
the reduced Burau representation
Bt : Bn → GLn−1 (Z[t ±1 ]) .
We briefly recall the definition of Bt . Any braid β ∈ Bn can be represented by (an
isotopy class of) a homeomorphism hβ : Dn → Dn of the punctured disk Dn . This
punctured disk has a canonical infinite cyclic cover D∞
n (corresponding to the kernel
of the map π1 (Dn ) → Z sending the obvious generators of π1 (Dn ) to 1) and, after
∞
fixing basepoints, the homeomorphism hβ lifts to a homeomorphism e
hβ : D∞
n → Dn .
∞
±1
It turns out that H1 (Dn ; Z) is a free Z[t ]-module of rank n−1 and the reduced Bu5

see [4] for a formula in the case of 2-component links with linking number 1.
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e
rau representation is the Z[t ±1 ]-linear automorphism of H1 (D∞
n ; Z) induced by hβ .
This representation is unitary with respect to the equivariant skew-Hermitian form
∞
on H1 (D∞
n ; Z) which is defined by mapping x, y ∈ H1 (Dn ; Z) to
ξ (x, y) =

∑ hx,t n yit −n .
n∈Z

In particular, evaluating any matrix for Bt (β ) at t = ω, the matrix Bω (α) preserves
the skew-Hermitian form obtained by evaluating a matrix for ξ at t = ω. Therefore, given two braids α, β ∈ Bn and ω ∈ S1 , one can consider the Meyer cocycle of the two unitary matrices Bω (α) and Bω (β ). Here, given a skew-Hermitian
form ξ on a complex vector space C and two unitary automorphisms γ1 , γ2 of (V, ξ ),
the Meyer cocycle Meyer(γ1 , γ2 ) is computed by considering the space Eγ1 ,γ2 =
im(γ1−1 − id) ∩ im(id −γ2 ) and taking the signature of the Hermitian form obtained
by setting b(e, e0 ) = ξ (x1 +x2 , e0 ) for e = γ1−1 (x1 )−x1 = x2 −γ2 (x2 ) ∈ Eγ1 ,γ2 [75, 74].
The following result is due to Gambaudo and Ghys [34, Theorem A].
Theorem 12. For all α, β ∈ Bn and ω ∈ S1 of order coprime to n, the following
equation holds:
σαβ
b (ω) − σβb (ω) = − Meyer(Bω (α), Bω (β )).
c (ω) − σα

(3)

In fact, since both sides of (3) define locally constant functions on S1 , Theorem 12
holds on a dense subset of S1 . The proof of Theorem 12 is 4-dimensional; can it also
be understood using the constructions of Section 4? The answer ought to follow
from [9], where a result analogous to Theorem 12 is established for Blanchfield
pairings; see also [36].
We conclude this survey by applying Theorem 12 recursively in order to provide
a formula for the Levine-Tristram signature purely in terms of braids. Indeed, using σ1 , . . . , σn−1 to denote the generators of the braid group Bn (and recalling that
the signature vanishes on trivial links), the next result follows from Theorem 12:
Corollary 1. If an oriented link L is the closure of a braid σi1 · · · σil , then the following equality holds on a dense subset of S1 :
l−1

σL (ω) = − ∑ Meyer(Bω (σi1 · · · σi j ), Bω (σi j+1 )).
j=1
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